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Katz’s frankness has been labeled “abrasive” or “incisive.” His opinions seem to be spring-loaded, ready for any�
opportunity to pounce on willing listeners. Rembrandt? “His taste is kind of gross.” Hopper? “Always bothered me.”�
Caravaggio? “A lousy decorator, he could never make it in New York. Picasso? “An imaginative painter with a so-so�
technique. Nothing to write home about.” Matisse? “I couldn’t believe a human could have painted that well.” 
Hockney?�“We’re related only in making the world pleasant. That’s about it.” Twombly? “Very good manners.” John 
Currin?
“C’mon!”

When Kazanjian pulled up a slide of Warhol’s Birth of Venus, three 20s-something women sitting next to me slid 
forward�n their seats. “Yes, yes!” one of them whispered eagerly. What did Katz think of the massive Warhol 
retrospective on�display at the Whitney? “It’s an unfortunate show. A lot of it just looked like wrapping paper.”

“Is that a bad thing?” Kazanjian asked.

“Yeah,” Katz said, as the room cackled in unison. “The show didn’t do him justice.”

Once backstage, Katz was reminded that the Whitney was also having its annual art party, a slightly raucous (in an art�
world kind of way) gathering for New York’s latest crop of artists. Katz’s work is a part of the museum’s permanent�
collection. How would Alex Katz look at art during a party? He winced, again. “Art should make people feel good.�
Tragedy is supposed to make you feel good, too.”

Nathan Taylor Pemberton, “Looking at Alex Katz As He Looks at Art,” Interview, January 30, 
2019  
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